Real Nappies Cloth Diapers Birth-to-Potty Pack Now Available in the USA
Portsmouth, NH – 9 November 2009 – New Zealand's most popular reusable cloth diaper brand, Real
Nappies, is now available in the United States at realnappiesusa.com, including Real Nappies' flagship
Birth-to-Potty Pack. The Real Nappies Birth-to-Potty Pack is the most comprehensive and affordable cloth
diaper starter pack, containing all cloth diapering supplies that parents will need from the birth of their baby
through to potty training.
With the Real Nappies Birth-to-Potty Pack, parents don't need to be a cloth diaper expert to know what to
buy, and they won't need to buy more diapers as their baby grows. They get everything they need in a
single economical box; more than 100 items including cloth diapers, diaper covers, diaper liners, diaper
sanitizer, swim wrap and potty training pants.
The Real Nappies Birth-to-Potty Pack can save parents thousands of dollars compared to the cost of
disposable diapers, and parents can use a single Birth-to-Potty Pack for two children concurrently, such as a
newborn baby and a toddler, saving even more money.
Made from premium quality 100% natural ecologically-certified cotton, Real Nappies cloth diapers save
the environment from tons of disposable diaper toxic landfill waste. Earlier this year, New Zealand's
Waitakere Hospital selected Real Nappies as the cloth diaper of choice for newborn babies in its maternity
unit, a move it expects will prevent 80,000 disposable diapers going to landfill each year.
“Real Nappies cloth diapers are perfect for busy parents who want to do what's right for the environment
and their baby by using cloth diapers but don't want mess and fuss,” said Liz Mole, founder of Real
Nappies. “As a busy working mom of two young children, I know the pressure of daily demands and the
need for convenience. Our Birth-to-Potty Pack is designed to make cloth diapers easy.”
Real Nappies cloth diapers fasten easily in exactly the same way as a disposable diaper and provide a slim,
adjustable and leak-proof fit. Washing is easy too. They can be machine-washed and tumble-dried.

The Real Nappies Birth-to-Potty Pack can now be purchased on-line at www.realnappiesusa.com.
About Real Nappies
Real Nappies cloth diapers were designed in New Zealand by founder Liz Mole who envisaged a modern
fuss-free cloth diaper system that was convenient for parents, comfortable for babies, and cost much less
than disposable diapers. Today, Real Nappies is already New Zealand's most popular reusable diaper brand
and is selected by hospitals and child care facilities. Real Nappies cloth diapers make it easier than ever to
do what's best for your baby, the environment and your pocketbook.
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